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About This Game

IN THE 70 DESOLATE YEARS since the horrifying murders chronicled in The 7th Guest, the town of Harley has been
ominously silent.

Only when journalist Robin Morales vanishes while investigating the rotting abandoned mansion of the legendary toy maker
Henry Stauf, do events resurrect a malignant past.

AS ROBIN'S COLLEAGUE and lover, Carl Denning, you come to the ravaged estate to find her. What you uncover in its
decaying chambers embroils the entire town in a deadly legacy of madness.

WEAVING A FEATURE-LENGTH, powerfully graphic video through The 11th Hour: The Sequel to The 7th Guest, the
renowned developers at Trilobyte have created the most cinematic challenge to date. A wide array of games, puzzles and quests

cleverly underscores the time-bending, contemporary adult mystery. only the deepest horrors of the mind could spread such
terror in the night.

FEATURES

Fully Explore over twenty-two beautifully-rendered rooms with faster, smoother 3-D graphics than ever before.

Participate in a suspenseful interactive drama directed by David Wheeler, written by The 7th Guest author, Matthew
Costello, featuring first-rate actors and a new musical score by The Fat Man.
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Solve three CD's worth of diverse and perilous challenges.

Get on-screen hints instantly with the GameBook, No backtracking necessary.

Watch high quality, full motion video without any additional hardware required.

EVERY MOMENT is riddled with intrigue. Three mysterious women are your only guides. Will you find Robin and unearth
Stauf's fate at last? Or seal your own forever? It all must come together at The 11th Hour.
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Title: The 11th Hour
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Trilobyte Games
Publisher:
Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 30 Nov, 1995

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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alot of potential, fun concept

http://nobledroidgaming.com. This is one of the rare horror indie adventure games on Steam that is actually well worth its
asking price. There are a lot of choices on Steam for this type of a game, and while I livestreamed this entire game in a single
sitting on its launch day here on Steam, it was a very fun and gripping game experience.

I love the HP Lovecraft style of story woven in that you will gradually uncover until the dramatic and satisfying final ending
scene. The game has a really well imagined and thought out plot and sequence of how you uncover the secrets within waiting to
surprise.. and shock you.

While I've played a good number of these type of games, this game did make me jump at several points, and even had me
screaming to hold on to my life as death itself tried to chase me down. ..If only I can run just a little fasterrrr! Runnnnnn!
Awesome and exciting moments for sure! ..Mix that with a well imagined and good story that you discover as you explore this
beautiful world and you have one helluva game for a small price tag!

Not without faults, this game hard crashed on me 15 times on its launch day, but thankfully the game does frequently auto-save
often, and these autosaves take no time at all, and do not make you wait, so neither crash or death in the game will set you very
far back. Already on just the day after launch, this single developer has already patched the game to fix the crashes, so this is
VERY impressive and a quick response to criticism and bugs within his game. For a developer to respond so quickly and
professionally is pure delight and all the more reason I recommend this game and hope that he does very well with this title! I
also look forward to any future titles he might bring to Steam with this title and professionalism shown already. Love it!

My score for this game, even with it's minor faults is a strong 8 out of 10. Beautiful graphics, gripping and very enjoyable story
make this a high recommend for anyone who likes these types of games.. The third and conclusive part. The final of a trilogy,
based on the universe of Aliens.
7\/10. Love playing this game with my daughter, nice humorous puzzle platformer game with interesting concept and cute
characters with some rude behavior :P

My daughter will sit for hours playing the game solving the puzzles and laughing at the cut scenes, good clean fun :D. This is a
solid one. The dev is still active and the recent update allows you to play to the end and adds 6 bosses. I love it. I'm really
looking forward to it being finished. A game worth supporting.. I love dungeon game style but it's make me fun in a short times
so it's worth in "Steam SALE" price.
\/\/\/ good for who love <micro troops and units>. Lacking in content, but pretty intense and decent graphics. Nice warm-up
game before a proper VR workout.
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This game made my cat killed itself.

26/4. why the game always sayin my steam is unlinked with the game? i alr login via the shift+tab overlay but the system still
said my steam is unlinked. The mechanics are clunky, visuals are primitive and pacing is terrible.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c2LuH-n8kY
A deceptive little game which looks like it's going to be easy and ends in a pile of skeletons.. I played this game before the
patch, and i was disapointed with the story telling, the ugly UI and some scenaries but yesterday i had the chance to play the new
patch and i said "jesus what a great changes those guys made", everything is like i expected, it\u00b4s like if it were other
game.. Reinstalled CoH1 in a Jiffy!
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